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Summary

The present report of the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, Agnes Callamard, is submitted to the Human Rights Council pursuant to Council resolution 35/15. It addresses the issue of targeted killings through armed drones, particularly in light of the proliferation in the use of drones and their expanding capability over the last five years and makes recommendations designed to regulate their use and enhance accountability.
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I. Introduction

1. Armed drones, whether deployed by State or non-State actors, can nowadays strike deep into national territory, targeting individuals and public infrastructure. While some “incidents” such as the drone strike in January 2020 against Iran’s General Soleimani or that against Saudi Arabia’s oil facilities generate strong political reaction, the vast majority of targeted killings by drones are subjected to little public scrutiny at either national or international levels. And yet, drone technologies and drone attacks generate fundamental challenges to international legal standards, the prohibition against arbitrary killings and the lawful limitations on permissible use of force, and the very institutions established to safeguard peace and security.

2. This is not to suggest that armed drones are mainly, or solely, responsible for a weakening compliance with applicable international law. Deliberate attacks on civilians and civilian objects such as schools, hospitals and ambulances in Afghanistan, Occupied Palestinian Territory, Syria, Yemen and Libya, to name but a few (S/2019/373), evidence the tragic disregard of the most essential humanitarian principles. Yet, while investigations, commissions of inquiries, UNGA and UNSC deliberations have led to some condemnation of these breaches of international humanitarian law and the resulting mass violations, by comparison, and despite their significant civilian casualties, the consequences of targeted killings by armed drones have been relatively neglected by states and institutions.

3. A reasonable argument can be made that to single out drones is misplaced, given that many targeted killings are carried out by conventional means – e.g. Special Operations Forces. Indeed, these also raise serious concerns. The present report thus contains findings applicable to all forms of targeted killings, no matter their method. Nonetheless, understanding the particularities of armed drone technologies is crucial if we are to keep pace with current and expected developments impacting on the protection of the right to life.

4. Two previous Special Rapporteurs focused on drones’ targeted killings, setting out the applicable legal obligations under three legal regimes. They lamented the lack of clarity among States about their obligations, the absence of accountability and States’ broad and permissive interpretations of the rules (see A/HRC/26-36, A/68/382). In 2013, then Special Rapporteur Christoff Heyns warned that “the expansive use of armed drones by the first States to acquire them, if not challenged, can do structural damage to the cornerstones of international security and set precedents that undermine the protection of life across the globe in the longer term.”

5. Seven years later, the world has entered what has been called the “second drone age” with now vast array of State and non-State actors deploying ever more advanced drone technologies making their use a major and fast becoming international security issue. For

---

1 See Annex One.
2 On 14 September 2019, flown alongside cruise missiles, drones hit Aramco oil processing facilities at Abqaiq and Khurais in eastern Saudi Arabia, 6 percent of world oil supply. The Houthi movement in Yemen claimed responsibility. Some States deemed Iran responsible. The drones were possibly UAV X. The UN Panel that inspected them found they were powered by German and Chinese engines.
3 Targeted killings are the intentional, premeditated and deliberate use of lethal force, by States or armed non-State actors, in times of peace as well as international and non-international armed conflicts, through drones, sniper fire, shooting at close range, missiles, car bombs, poison, etc. Although in most circumstances targeted killings violate the right to life, in the exceptional circumstance of armed conflict, some may be legal: A/HRC/14/24/Add.6, para 7-10.
4 When the vast majority of wars’ casualties are civilians, it is clear that the principles of distinction, proportionality, necessity and precaution, are being disregarded on a large scale. See S/2019/373. It has been estimated that 85% of war casualties are civilians.
5 A/68/382, para 14-16.
6 https://theintercept.com/2019/05/14/turkey-second-drone-age/?comments=1.
8 https://www.mitpressjournals.org/doi/full/10.1162/ISEC_a_00257#fn31 : Military drones are grouped
the first time, in January 2020, a State armed drone targeted a high-level official of a foreign state on the territory of a third one - a significant development and an escalation.

6. It is against this backdrop that the present report seeks to update previous findings. It interrogates the reasons for drones’ proliferation and the legal implications of their promises; questions the legal bases upon which their use is founded and legitimized; and identifies the mechanisms and institutions (or lack thereof) to regulate drones’ use and respond to targeted killings. The report shows that drones are a lightning rod for key questions about protection of the right to life in conflicts, asymmetrical warfare, counter-terrorism operations, and so-called peace situations. With their lot of unlawful deaths and arbitrary killings, they are also revealing of the severe failures of national and international institutions mandated to protect human rights, democracy, peace and security.

II. The Growing Use of Armed Drones

A. Proliferation by actor, place and country

7. As of 2020, at least 102 countries had acquired an active military drone inventory, and around 40 possess, or are in the process of procuring, armed drones. 35 States are believed to possess the largest and deadliest class. Since 2015, Israel, Iraq, Iran, UK, US, Turkey, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Nigeria, and Pakistan have allegedly operated drones, including for the purpose of use of force, such as targeted killings.

8. Since 2015, armed drones have been used against domestic targets on national territories, within or outside non-international armed conflicts. Turkey has reportedly used drones domestically against the Kurdistan Worker’s Party (PKK), while Nigeria first confirmed attack was carried out against a Boko Haram logistics base in 2016. In 2015 Pakistan allegedly used its armed drones for the very first time in an operation to kill three “high profile terrorists.” Iraq has similarly purchased drones to carry out strikes against ISIS in Anbar province in 2016.

9. At least 20 armed non-State actors have reportedly obtained armed and unarmed drone systems including the Libyan National Army, Harakat Tahrir al-Sham, Palestinian Islamic Jihad, Venezuelan military defectors, Partiya Karkerên Kurdistanê, Maute Group, Cártel de Jalisco Nueva Generación, the Houthis and ISIS. Armed groups have accessed commercially available “off-the-shelf” systems, drones sold by States and internally
developed their own.\textsuperscript{17} Multi-drone deployment (in multiples of 10) have also been used by non-State actors. In 2017 in Mosul, Iraq, for example, within a 24-hour period “there were no less than 82 drones of all shapes and sizes” striking at Iraqi, Kurdish, US, and French forces\textsuperscript{18}. The Haftar Armed Forces carried out over 600 drone strikes against opposition targets\textsuperscript{19} resulting allegedly in massive civilian casualties, including, in August 2019, against a migrant detention center.\textsuperscript{20}

10. Commercial and drone technologies exports have exacerbated drones’ proliferation and reduced their cost. It is expected that more and more countries will develop or acquire armed drones, and that, within the next ten years, over 40\% of drones will be armed, with some 90\% of these falling in the Class III category.\textsuperscript{21}

B. Expanded capability, function and form

11. The “second drone age” is also characterized by a progressive transformation of the technology itself. As yet, drones remain vulnerable to detection and technical challenges. They tend to be deployed in “low cost, low-risk conflict engagement and with an objective to minimize the number of boots on the ground.”\textsuperscript{22} However, now more capable of targeted killings both near and far, drones are becoming stealthier, speedier, smaller, more lethal and operable by teams located thousands of kilometres away.

12. For instance: Class III military drones’ systems can remain airborne for over 20 hours, fly more than 1,000 kms at speeds over 300 kms/hour, carrying heavy payloads and a sophisticated suite of hardware and software that means they can pick-up huge amounts of data, even private conversations transmitted from mobile phones and computers.\textsuperscript{23} Smaller drones having a 100 km + range, can travel at 150/225 kms per hour, carrying a 30 kg warhead with air burst fragmentation explosive capacity. While some drones are piloted from within the theatre of conflict,\textsuperscript{24} others are operated via near-real-time satellite connection: a team located near the zone of conflict guides the drone through take-off and landing, while sensor-operators, located thousands of miles away, control the drone in flight and instruct strikes.\textsuperscript{25}

C. The problematic logic of drone-proliferation

13. The allure of drone technologies explains their proliferation:

(a) Efficiency: Drones are relatively cheap to produce, easy to deploy and offer economy of effort, meaning the option of targeted killing is a less financially onerous choice compared to the alternatives, such as “locate, detain/arrest”.

(b) Adaptability: Drones are truly “all terrain”, deployable in a variety of settings for a range of purposes\textsuperscript{26} by various actors, and they are amenable to ongoing technological innovations.

\textsuperscript{17}https://www.conflictarm.com/dispatches/evolution-of-uavs-employed-by-houthi-forces-in-yemen/.

\textsuperscript{18}https://thebulletin.org/2019/10/the-dark-side-of-our-drone-future/.


\textsuperscript{22}https://www.sdu.dk/cws/-/media/cws/files/cws_military_drones_in_europe_report.pdf/ p.48.

\textsuperscript{23}These include the Reaper, the unarmed Global Hawk, the Heron, and the armed Wing Loong II.

\textsuperscript{24}http://drones.cnas.org/reports/a-perspective-on-france/.

\textsuperscript{25}Arthur Holland Michel and James Rogers, forthcoming, 2020.

\textsuperscript{26}This includes loitering or ‘Persistent Overwatch’ allowing an actor to hold in one geographical location for 14 hours or so and take strikes if needed.
(c) Deniability: Operable at long range and clandestinely, the drone is both easy to deny and its operation more difficult to attribute. Drones further are not “indigenous” to their operators, bearing often similar look and design, range and lethal capability. The very same make and model may be deployed by different State and non-State actors operating in the same geographical area.

(d) Effectiveness: Drones offer unprecedentedly asymmetrical advantage in favour of their deployer; promising limited damage to other than the intended target, with low-to-no risk of direct damage for the initiator.27

(e) Acceptability: Drone technologies are perceived as largely “bloodless, painless, and odorless”28, the guarantors thus of (more) virtuous war by providing “the technical capability and ethical imperative to threaten and, if necessary, actualize violence from a distance with virtually no casualties”.29

(f) Political gain: As a number of drones’ strikes have demonstrated, a country’s ability to take-out big-name targets, without any casualties on its side, is a political gain for the government at the time, even though it may not see ‘military victory’ in the longer term.

14. Yet, these characteristics, each on their own and all together, raise troubling moral and human rights question and, as importantly, present dangerous myths.

D. The myth of the surgical strike

15. Military officials and others have argued that drones enable the most surgical of strikes; that a drone’s capability for remaining on persistent over watch offers clear military advantages; that their greater endurance enhances detailed situational intelligence; and that with heightened accuracy comes far fewer collateral casualties. But these assertions are not all supported by evidence. Far more casualties are attributable to drone strikes than acknowledged30.

16. The intelligence gathering and complex coordination required across teams, agencies and countries, diffusion of controls over visuals, and other factors increase the risks of inaccuracy in use, if not actual misuse, of drone technology. In practice, the potential for human error and thus imperfect instruction of the drone is far higher than usually acknowledged.31

17. A major problem exists at the point of identification of the targets of so-called personality32 or signature strikes33. The former may be based on intelligence gathered from various State agencies regarding specific individuals. The later, immensely problematic, are derived from defining characteristics associated with “terrorists” (e.g. bomb-making or carrying weapons) with indications that metadata, such as gender and age come into play.34 Both are reliant on often complex networks of informers and analysts and each is commonly convoluted and speculative. Mistakes are inevitable.

18. Further, even when a drone (eventually) strikes its intended target, accurately and “successfully”; the evidence shows that frequently many more people die, sometimes because of multiple strikes. Those casualties may well amount to violations of international

29 Der Derian, Virtuous War, 2009, 241-244.
30 Counting “civilian” deaths or “collateral” casualties can suggest that the intended targets were deprived of their lives legitimately. But this is not the case as highlighted below. Nevertheless, the focus here is on the killings of those who were not the targets of the drones strikes.
31 Interviews (Larry Lewis, James Rogers) March 2020.
32 It has been alleged that low-level “foot soldiers” who “possess no leadership roles are also targeted. Interview, 2020.
33 Kevin Jon Heller, One Hell of a Killing Machine, Journal of International Criminal Justice 11 (2013), 89-119. The author found that a significant number of US signature strikes violate IHL.
34 Wilpf, Sex and Drone Strikes, 2014, p.5.
humanitarian and/or human rights law.35 Civilian deaths and drones’ operations also alienate local populations, further reducing willingness to provide intelligence and generating grievances that can fuel further conflict.36

19. Instances of civilian casualties from drone strikes include:

(a) Analysis of classified data on U.S. drone strikes in Afghanistan from 2010 to 2011 reveals that drone strikes had been ten times more likely to cause civilian casualties than conventional air attacks.37

(b) Research conducted on Yemen drone strikes from 2009 to 2014 showed that more than 80 percent of the total number of civilian deaths were caused by drones.38 Data also underline the human cost of incorrect intelligence: seventeen men in Yemen were targeted multiple times: the strikes killed 273 other people and accounted for almost half of all confirmed civilian casualties and 100% of all recorded child deaths.39

(c) In Pakistan, 2015 figures show that missed strikes targeting 24 men killed 874 other people, accounting for the 35% of all confirmed civilian casualties in Pakistani drone strikes and causing the deaths of 142 children.40

(d) Since 2017, civilian casualties have increased in central Yemen, Southern Somalia, Syria41 including Mosul (allegedly 200 civilians), Aleppo (a mosque42) and Raqqa (a school). Strikes have allegedly gone wrong in Afghanistan43 while those in Somalia have reportedly increased rate of casualties.44

20. Civilian harm caused by armed drone strikes extends far beyond killings, with many more wounded45. While the consequences of both armed and non-combat drones remain to be systematically studied, evidence shows that the populations living under “drones’ persistent stare and noise experience generalized threat and daily terror”. The strain of constant anticipation of a drone attack46, cause significant psychological harm, including PTSD47, cripple daily activities48 and create largely unaccounted for socio-economic burdens, particularly on women49.

21. In armed conflicts, civilians’ casualties have been reduced through stronger coordination, improved data analysis, better training of drones’ operators, and systematic evaluation of strikes.51 The NATO 2018 Protection of Civilians Strategy and Concept, for

---

36 Interviews, April 2020.
37 Dr. Lewis Lawrence, Interview, March 2020. He also noted that “The US has taken steps to address risk factors in training and in their employment… What kinds of issues will we see, and how long will they last, for other militaries now acquiring unmanned capabilities?”
51 Larry Lewis, Protecting Medical Care in Conflict, 2019.
example, introduced civil-military coordination teams responsible for recording and investigating allegations. The civilian harm mitigation “life cycle” integrates civilian protection at all points in the planning and use of military force. Systematic review of incidents that have caused civilian deaths also help avoid operational deficiencies. The Special Rapporteur strongly encourages such measures which should include robust investigations into possible violations of international law.

E. The absence of transparency and accountability

22. Echoing findings of the previous Special Rapporteur (A/68/382), the evidence continues to suggest that drone operations are also characterized by violations of the international obligation to investigate, and to punish, where applicable, those responsible for violations of international humanitarian or human rights law. There is little public disclosure, with targeted killings by drones wrapped up in a secrecy that extends to the investigation of civilian deaths.

23. Without on-the-ground, post-strike assessment, authorities rely on pre- and post-strike drone-video feeds to detect civilian casualties leaving potentially significant numbers of civilian casualties, including of those misidentified as “enemies”, undiscovered. Studies showed that in Syria and Iraq the initial military estimates missed 57% of casualties. While civilian populations should be central to reporting and accountability mechanisms, regrettably, there seem be to no reporting mechanisms for families affected by drone strikes. And yet, civil society and media sources have proven invaluable, including to military authorities, for accurate counts of civilian casualties which is also essential for a fuller picture of the impact of operations. Ultimately however, the lack of transparency, and accountability, about the extent of armed drones’ operations and consequent civilian casualties is the result of State policies and legal loopholes.

24. Drones sit at the intersection of several oversight regimes, but, being an intelligence asset, they somehow fall between them. With few to no risks involved for those directing or operating drones, including little risk of legal accountability, “the typical decision-making barriers to the use of force become eroded … because they do not attract ‘the public scrutiny that a troop deployment invites’”, as then US President Barrack Obama conceded in May 2013.

25. Few countries have demarked the drone for parliamentarian oversight. In general, a country’s lethal use of drones is not subject to their parliament’s prior approval, even though, under a first strike doctrine, their use may trigger an international armed conflict.

26. The use of drones for the purpose of killing extraterritorially raises questions of morality, jurisdiction and accountability. With regard to the former, the International Court

---

52 Larry Lewis, Improving lethal Action, September 2014.
54 The African Commission requested to Niger that it launches their own investigations into French and US drone strikes on their soil.
56 Interviews, March 2020.
61 For an in depth analysis of the situation in Europe see https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/publications/armed-drones-in-europe
of Justice\textsuperscript{62} and the European Court of Human Rights\textsuperscript{63}, amongst others, have established that human rights treaty obligations can apply in principle to the conduct of a State outside its territory.\textsuperscript{64} The Human Rights Committee has established that a State party has an obligation to respect and to ensure the right to life of all persons whose right to life is impacted by its military or other activities in a direct and reasonably foreseeable manner (GC36, para 63). That scenario applies to drones strikes and their targets, who should be considered fall within the jurisdiction of the State operating the drone.

27. However, judicial practice is not yet in synch with these normative arguments. Thus far courts refuse to provide oversight to drones’ targeted killings extra territorially, arguing that such matters are political, or relate to international relations between states and thus are non-justiciable.\textsuperscript{65} A blanket denial of justiciability over the extra territorial use of lethal force cannot be reconciled with recognized principles of international law, treaties, conventions, and protocols, and violates the rights to life and to a remedy.

28. There are notable and recent exceptions to this state of affairs, which may augur of a stronger legal response to drones use of force. A watershed ruling is that of Rhine-Westphalia Higher Administrative Court on German legal responsibilities as a host for US drones operations through Ramstein Air base. At the time of publication, the implication of the ruling in terms of precedent-setting is uncertain. But its findings are crucial:

(a) Germany has jurisdiction over a drone strike conducted by the US by virtue of Germany’s assistance and "central role" in US strikes: Germany has a duty to protect the right to life of those targeted.

(b) There are no basis in international law for the pre-emption basis to self-defence.

(c) Germany should invest greater effort to ensure respect for international law by US military operations involving Germany territory (Ramstein air base);

(d) US assurances regarding the legality of activities undertaken through Ramstein Base are insufficient;

(e) Assistance to unlawful US strikes is a matter of law, not politics and thus cannot be justified through foreign policy alone.

29. Protection of lives -- the highest of a State’s responsibilities -- lies at the heart of a State’s authority to use force. Given the gravity of the acts and their consequences, effective parliamentary and judicial mechanisms to oversee, review and/or approve a State’s use of lethal force, domestically and extraterritorially, should be established and enabled to keep pace with technological and weapons developments. Triggers for that oversight, and its scope, must evolve accordingly, including specifically where lines be between ‘combat’ and ‘non-combat’ operations are blurred.

III. Drones Targeted killings and international law

30. As argued by a previous Special Rapporteur (A/68/382), to be lawful a drone strike must satisfy the legal requirements under all applicable international legal regimes: the law regulating inter-state use of force (\textit{jus ad bellum}); international humanitarian law (IHL) and international human rights law (IHRL).

31. On its own \textit{jus ad bellum} is not sufficient to guide the use of force extra territorially. While \textit{jus ad bellum} is a question between States under the UN-Charter, other obligations are

\textsuperscript{62} \textit{Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory}, para. 109.

\textsuperscript{63} \textit{Al-Skeini and others v. the United Kingdom}, application No. 55721/07, Grand Chamber judgement of 7 July 2011, paras 106-186; \textit{Loizidou v. Turkey}, application No. 15318/89, judgement of 18 December 1996; \textit{Ilașcă v. Moldova and Russia}, judgement of 8 July 2004, para. 392; \textit{Al-Jedda v. the United Kingdom}, application No. 27021/08, Grand Chamber judgement of 7 July 2011.

\textsuperscript{64} A/68/382 para 45.

\textsuperscript{65} For instance \textit{Noor Khan v The Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs}. 
owed to individuals. Accordingly, even the legality of a strike under Art. 51 of the UN Charter does not preclude its wrongfulness under humanitarian or human rights law. As the International Law Commission (ILC) Draft Articles on State Responsibility states: “As to obligations under international humanitarian law and in relation to non-derogable human rights provisions, self-defense does not preclude the wrongfulness of conduct.”

32. While previous Special Rapporteurs applied this approach to situations of “peace” and to non-international armed conflicts (NIAC), current events oblige the present Special Rapporteur to consider these legal questions in reference to international armed conflicts (IAC) and the operationalization of the complementarity between IHL and IHRL.

A. Protection against arbitrary killings

33. The right to protection from arbitrary deprivation of life is a rule of customary international law as well as a general principle of international law and a rule of jus cogens. It is recognized by the UDHR, the ICCPR, and regional Conventions.66

34. The complementarity of IHL and IHRL has been highlighted by States, international bodies and courts.67 The well-established principle that IHRL continues to apply during war and public emergencies68 has been confirmed by international jurisprudence69 and the text of human rights treaties, including their derogations70.

35. That said, the legal assessment of targeted killings may result in different outcomes depending on the regime considered. As a general principle, under IHRL the intentional, premeditated killing of an individual would be unlawful, unless it is a means of last resort and strictly necessary to protect against an imminent threat to life. To be lawful under IHL, on the other hand, the target of a deliberate killing must be a legitimate target, i.e. a combatant or a civilian directly participating in hostilities and be guided by the principles of distinction, proportionality, and precautionary measures.

36. State parties engaged in acts of aggression as defined in international law, resulting in deprivation of life, violate, ipso facto, Article 6 of the ICCPR (GC36, para 64) whether or not they also violate IHL. State parties that fail to take all reasonable measures to settle their international disputes by peaceful means may fall short of compliance with their positive obligation to ensure the right to life (GC 36, para 70); a link not established by or under IHL.

37. These differences have been debated over the years; debates largely dominated by arguments over the lex specialis doctrine, which proclaims that the body of law created for a particular situation should govern that situation, taking primacy over other legal regimes. Lex specialis application to the relationship between IHL and IHRL dates back to the ICJ’s Nuclear Weapons Advisory Opinion in 1996.71 It recognizes that the protection offered by IHRL does not cease in times of war except under derogations but the definition of what is considered to be arbitrary corresponds, according to the ICJ, to “the applicable lex specialis, namely, the law applicable in armed conflict.”72 Under this approach, if IHL and IHRL

---

66 A/68/382, para 30.
69 See for instance ICJ, Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, Advisory Opinion of 8 July 1996.
70 Marco Milanovic, 2009.
would come to different outcomes, the lawfulness of a killing will be assessed according to humanitarian law standards and tests.  

38. The doctrine conceptual clarity is however illusory. First, the notion of a lex specialis that displaces or modifies, more general bodies of law is not supported by the rules governing the relationship between different legal regimes in international or domestic law. Second, there is little State practice or opinion juris supporting the theory. Until 1996, there was no suggestion of a rigid classical division between the law of war and the law of peace, nor any kind of overarching principle whereby special law overrode general law. After 1996, the ICJ itself changed direction. In its Congo decision, it made no reference to lex specialis, determining instead that “both branches of international law, namely international human rights law and international humanitarian law, would have to be taken into consideration.”

39. Finally, lex specialis would be of limited use when applied to drones’ targeted killings operated on the territory of third States. The ICRC holds that international humanitarian law does not permit the targeting of persons directly participating in hostilities who are located in non-belligerent States because otherwise, the whole world is potentially a battlefield, a position endorsed by others.

40. The Special Rapporteur believes that situations resulting in differentiated assessment are few and far between. Care must be taken not to create fictional conflicts in order to address legal distortions established by some States and otherwise illegal conduct. However, to the extent that uncertainty exists, certain analytical steps can be taken to bring clarity.

41. The first priority is to determine whether, on the basis of a strict and objective reading of the elements constitutive of armed conflicts, a situation amounts to an international or non-international armed conflict. Four scenarios as far as drones targeted killings may be identified:

(a) The first scenario is, simply put, that of a strike but not in an international or non-international armed conflict: in such case it must be assessed under IHRL. That assessment should take into account the larger context, whether derogations have been activated, as is highlighted by the jurisprudence, and the specifics of the situation.

(b) Under a second scenario, the drone strike occurs in an IAC or NIAC in the midst of, or alongside, active and open hostilities involving exchange of fire, conventional air strikes and other military deployments.

(c) Under a third scenario although a country or region may be affected by an IAC or NIAC, the particular drone strike is distant from any battlefields: it takes place in areas, or at a time, of no military activity, presence, control or engagement in the immediate surrounds. This is a pertinent scenario: many contemporary conflicts involve sporadic, unpredictable front-lines, leaving often large areas of the same country or region with little to no exposure to active or ongoing exchange of enemy fire.

---

73 This opinion was postulated by Russia and the US in the proceeding before the ICJ in the Nuclear Weapons Advisory Opinion, Written Comments of Russia, 19 June 1995, at 9-10; Written Comments of the United States, 20 June 1995, at 20.


77 HRC/25/59; A/68/389; Advisory Committee on Issues of Public International Law, “Main conclusions of advice on armed drones” (The Hague, July 2013).

78 ECHR, Al-Saadoon and Mufdhi v. United Kingdom; McCann and Others v. United Kingdom.

79 This is the position defended by the Special Rapporteur in a previous report on armed non-State actors. A/HRC/38/44.
(d) Under a related scenario, the drone strike itself is a first strike, potentially triggering an IAC with no other elements or acts constitutive of a conflict preceding or at the time of the strike, or perhaps even in its aftermath.

42. In the first scenario, the applicable body of law is clear. By comparison, assessment of the lawfulness of targeted killings in the last three, but particularly last two, scenarios, may vary.

43. One approach is to apply the legal regime that is the most protective of the victim(s), or which privileges individual rights over State rights. In these instances, however, IHL would always be displaced in favor of IHRL.

44. Under another approach -- the systemic integration approach, derived from Article 31(3)(c) of the Vienna Convention on Treaties, and applied in the ICJ’s Oil Platforms case -- the different rules of international law would be used to assess the situation and/or support a purposive interpretation of Convention-based rights. This approach is in keeping with the derogation clauses of the ICCPR and regional instruments, applicable in the exceptional circumstances of emergency or war. It is backed up by contemporary jurisprudence. In the aforementioned scenarios, a systemic integration approach would not consider humanitarian law alone but would consider human rights treaties obligations, the territoriality and scope of contemporaneous military actions and State behavior overall.

45. An example of the systemic integration approach is found in the Targeted Killings judgment of the Supreme Court of Israel:

“a civilian taking a direct part in hostilities cannot be attacked at such time as he is doing so, if a less harmful means can be employed. In our domestic law, that rule is called for by the principle of proportionality. Indeed, among the military means, one must choose the means whose harm to the human rights of the harmed person is smallest. Thus, if a terrorist taking a direct part in hostilities can be arrested, interrogated, and tried, those are the means which should be employed…” (Para 40)

46. The Court calls for a case by case analysis, recognizing that while that may not always be realizable it is a possibility which should always be considered.

47. The African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights extrapolates further: “Where military necessity does not require parties to an armed conflict to use lethal force in achieving a legitimate military objective against otherwise lawful targets, but allows the target for example to be captured rather than killed, the respect for the right to life can be best ensured by pursuing this option.”

In the second scenario above, IHRL continues to apply, but in the Special Rapporteur views, as elaborated below, the immediate context and situation demand that the lawfulness of armed drones’ strikes be assessed for compliance with IHL principles and particularly those protecting civilians from deliberate or disproportionate attacks.

Alonso Gurmendi Dunkelberg, There and Back Again: The Inter-American Human Rights System’s Approach to International Humanitarian Law (March 8, 2017); IACHR, Case of Las Palmas of Colombia, 4 Feb 2000.
Marko Milanovic, 2014, p.27.
A/HRC/37/52 Derogations must be well calibrated, exceptional and temporary.

As highlighted by Dapo Okande, 2019: https://www.ejiltalk.org/the-diversity-of-rules-on-the-use-of-force-implications-for-the-evolution-of-the-law/, “there are occasions when subsequent practice can legitimately be used to interpret the Charter: “One can think of the interpretation of the concept of threat to the peace to include internal matters or humanitarian challenges. This has opened the door to the Council authorising force on numerous occasions now for the purpose of protection of civilians or in internal situations.”

African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, General Comment 3, para 34.
48. In slight variation, the ICRC (controversially) emphasizes moral imperatives rather than just situational necessities, when it states that to kill an adversary or to refrain from giving him or her an opportunity to surrender where there manifestly is no necessity for the use of lethal force would defy basic notions of humanity.90

49. Two reasonings may thus be adopted when assessing the legality of targeted killings under the ambiguous scenarios above -- both are predicated on some degree of fluidity, required by the overall context and the specific situations.

(a) The first is that one body of law can provide interpretive reference to the other. The assessment of the lawfulness of a targeted killing under humanitarian law should be done with reference to human rights principles in which case whether the target was a combatant or a civilian engaged in hostilities may not be considered determinative.91

(b) A second approach would be to assess the situation or action under both legal regimes and then determine if some of the additional constraints inherent to the human rights regime should be applied because the context allows or mandates to do so.

50. It is the Special Rapporteur’s opinion that such contextual and situational analyses are inherent to all effective assessments of the use of force92 including in the scenarios presented above. For compliance with IHRL, this means assessing necessity, proportionality and precaution through a situational analysis that takes into account the location, circumstances, possibilities of armed resistance and the planning involved.93 It also means that the lethal use of force cannot be justified or allowed when it is not necessary, it is likely to cause disproportionate harm, or it reasonably could have been avoided by feasible precautionary measures.94

B. The law of self-defense

51. The 1945 UN Charter states that all UN members “shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state.” There are just three exceptions narrowly constructed so as fully protect the Charter’s prohibition on the use of force95: 1) authorization by the UNSC; ii) state consent to attack on its own territory and 3) self-defense against an “armed attack.”96

52. International jurisprudence and state practices had largely suggested that self-defense could only be invoked against a threat that is already there. However, the notion that a narrowly construed preemptive self-defense to prevent an imminent attack is legal under Art. 51 of the UN Charter, has been somewhat accepted97 but limited to threats that are “instant, overwhelming and leaving no choice of means, no moment of deliberation.”98

53. Yet, in the context of the so-called “war(s) on terror”, over the last two decades a small number of influential States have sought to expand those understandings despite the


91 This approach is not without its risks, such as the two bodies of law being used interchangeably, or humanitarian law concepts being used in a manner that compromises the integrity of the human rights regime as a whole. See Naz K. Modirzadeh, Folk International Law, 2014, Harvard National Security Journal, p.296; William Schabas, Belt or Suspenders, ISR. L. REV. Vol. 40, No.2, pp. 592-613, 2007; Milanovic, 2019, 36.


96 The UN Charter, however, did not define an armed attack with the matter interpreted according to opinion juris confirmed by corresponding State practice.


large body of opinion and State practice that oppose them.99 It is the view of the Special Rapporteur that these recent minority interpretations create troubling legal “distortions”.

54. First, a distortion of time: Under the expansionist interpretation, preemptive self-defense may be invoked against perceived security threats100, including by non-state actors whose plans for attack may not yet be fully known101. Under this interpretation102, imminence becomes no longer just a temporal criterion.103 Rather an attack can be “deemed” imminent if it is believed that further delay in response would result in the inability of the state under threat to defend itself, i.e. it is necessary to act before it is too late.104 Imminence thus is read into the principle of necessity.

55. Second, a distortion of geography: Under this interpretation, once a State has “lawfully resorted to force in self-defense against a particular actor in response to an actual or imminent armed attack by that group,” it is not necessary to reassess imminence in future attacks.105 Under this interpretation, a State is authorized to use force against particular nonstate groups with whom the State has declared itself at war, anywhere, including on the territory of States hosting them, if the latter are unable or unwilling to deal with their threats106.

56. Sometimes labelled a “global non-international armed conflict”107, this dimension of the expansionist doctrine has been vigorously rejected by the ICRC and others who argue that a case-by-case approach to the classification of various violence situations including in relation to counter-terrorism must be applied. Some situations may be classified as international armed conflicts, others non-international armed conflicts, others internationalised non-international armed conflicts, while various acts of terrorism may occur outside of any armed conflict.

57. This geographical distortion also fails to uphold the distinction between the legal regimes of jus ad bellum and jus ad bello: whether the right to self-defense is legitimately claimed against an (imminent) armed attack has no implications on a strike lawfulness under humanitarian law.

58. Thirdly, a distortion of the principle of sovereignty: The expansionist interpretation seeks to permit States to engage in non-consensual military operations on the territory of another State against armed groups that pose a direct and immediate threat of attack to them if the host State is “unable or unwilling” to neutralize the threat that emanates from these armed groups.

59. This doctrine contradicts the prevalent understanding of sovereignty, according to which self-defense against an armed group on the territory of another State can be justified only where the actions of the group are imputable to the host State.108 Absent that,

99 A/68/382, para 87.
100 It was however condemned by the UN: A/59/565.
101 Bethlehem recommends that an assessment of imminence includes the nature and immediacy of the threat, the probability of an attack, pattern of continuing armed activity, the scale of the attack (e.g. likely injury), the likelihood of other opportunities to undertake effective action in self-defense, which would cause less serious collateral injury, loss or damage. If there is a reasonable and objective basis for concluding that an attack is imminent, time, place and manner will not preclude the right to self-defense. Daniel Bethlehem, Principles Relevant To The Scope Of A State’s Right Of Self-Defense, The American Journal Of International, 2012.
103 Bethlehem, 2012.
extraterritorial use of force is an unlawful violation of sovereignty and thus potentially an act of aggression unless it takes place with the host State’s consent or the prior authorization of the Security Council.

C. What expansionist efforts signify

60. As far as drones’ strikes are concerned, resort to these legal distortions had been limited to countering the threats of non-State actors. The targeted killing of General Soleimani in January 2020 is the first known incident in which a State invoked self-defense as a justification for an attack against a State-actor, in the territory of another state, thus implicating the prohibition on the use of force in Article 2(4) of the UN Charter.

61. General Soleimani targeted killing is analysed in Annex One to this report. Some key findings include:

(a) In this instance, the use of force by the United States was directed not only at Iran but also at Iraq. By killing General Soleimani on Iraqi soil without first obtaining Iraq’s consent, the US violated the territorial integrity of Iraq.

(b) The justifications advanced by the US (and then later by Iran) in defense of its January 8 actions, include no evidence that threats were imminent (US) and indeed make no reference to them (Iran). Both States focus instead on past incidents. To the extent that evidence points to the US and Iranian strikes being retaliations or reprisals, each would be unlawful under jus ad bellum.

(c) The justifications have also the effect of weakening the distinction between jus ad bellum and jus in bello. Were the blurring of these lines to be allowed, States could support the legality of their acts by cherry-picking justifications from different legal spheres. A clear distinction between jus ad bellum and jus in bello must be maintained to secure the safeguards of each and their complementary.

(d) The application of a “first shot” theory to the targeted killing of a State actor translates into the real possibility that ALL soldiers, anywhere in the world, could constitute a legitimate target.

62. The full implications of the drone targeted killing of a State actor for future conduct are unknown at this point. What is known is that legal distortions of the last twenty years, coupled with the technological prowess of the “second drone age”, have enabled a substantial increase in applications of the use of force: low-intensity conflicts are drawn-out with few if any geographical or temporal boundaries. The targeted killing of a State actor in a third State has brought “the signature technique of the so-called “war on terror” into the context of inter-state relations,” and highlighted the real risks that the expansion of the “war on terror” doctrine poses to international peace.

63. The international community must now confront the very real prospect that States may opt to “strategically” eliminate high ranking military officials outside the context of a “known” war, and seek to justify the killing on the grounds of the target’s classification as a “terrorist” who posed a potential future threat.

---

110 International Law Association, ibid.
111 The International and Comparative Law Quarterly Vol. 65, Iss. 4.
113 See e.g. A/73/361.
114 The use of armed force by a State against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or political independence of another State may constitute an act of aggression. As of 2018, the ICC has jurisdiction over the crime of aggression.
64. In other words, the targeted killing of General Soleimani, coming in the wake of 20 years of distortions of international law, and repeated massive violations of humanitarian law, is not just a slippery slope. It is a cliff.

IV. International Scrutiny and Oversight

65. Notwithstanding the legal gymnastics of a number of States as they attempt to justify drones targeted killings, many such killings qualify either as arbitrary under Article 6 of the ICCPR or as violations of jus ad bellum. Some killings, along with their so-called “collateral” casualties, may also violate international humanitarian law. However, an absence of investigation into these incidents leaves them sealed off from truth and accountability.

66. At international level, where are we to go to have these matters reviewed in a consequential way; in a manner that encourages States to take their consideration and resulting conclusions seriously? Unfortunately, to date international oversight mechanisms have not been able to address the gravity that the situation requires. In an extensive 2017 study, UNIDIR, for example, found there was a pressing need to address (the lack of) transparency, oversight and accountability of armed drones.

67. Given this, the importance of Article 51 to global peace and security, the UN principal mission, it seems reasonable to suggest that States who invoke Article 51 to justify targeted killings by drones or other tools “owe the international community a thorough justification, not a cursory report.” Such reports should include “evidence of the imminence of an external threat and the proportionality of measures to be taken in response. Excessively expansive and unchecked interpretations of Article 51 are a threat to the international rules-based order and an obstacle to the promotion of international peace and security.”

68. Yet, the Article 51 reports submitted by States provide little by way of evidence for the imminence of the threats against which they are invoking claims of preemptive self-defense and targeted killings. The poor quality of the Article 51 reports is compounded by the fact that Member States are not informed of their submission as a matter of routine. Extensive study of Article 51 communications by the Harvard Law School Program on International Law and Armed Conflict shows that “UN Member States are apparently not made aware of such statements on the use of force as a matter of routine practice.”

69. The UNSC itself has offered little response to Article 51 claims. Academic analysis shows that the SC’s “most common reaction by far” to self-defense submissions is no formal response at all. From 1945 to 2018, “the Security Council responded formally — at least in the sense of a provision in an act of the Council or in a presidential statement — to only about one-tenth of the identified self-defense communications.” In those instances, the UNSC more often couched its reaction in political, rather than legal terms, expressing concern but failing to offer a legal evaluation, or recommend accountability and corrective action. Despite the many occasions on which the integrity of the UN Charter, the sovereignty of a third State as well as the right to life have been violated, in only one instance did the

---

116 To paraphrase Marko Milanovic, Interview, March 2020.
119 Several mechanisms have been devised over time to ensure that that States and UNSC communications on Article 51 (among others) are put together, shared and thus known. But the reports produced are often lagging several years behind and are thus of limited policy value, although this is not to reject their other contributions.
120 Harvard study.
UNSC question the legality of an extraterritorial targeted killing. The absence of formal engagement may result from the significant increase in the use of veto by SC permanent members, particularly over “sensitive” issues such as the use of force and targeted killings.

A. States and the sound of silence

70. Member States too fail to respond publicly to cases of pre-emptive self-defense, including those where drones are used. For instance, even in the face of the vast numbers of strikes on Syria by Coalition Forces over the course of 2014 to 2017, while “several states have reacted ... some with 'legal vocabulary'; others using rather evasive language ...”, “most states have remained silent.”

71. Does the silence of States and other international actors represent acquiescence, as some scholars have suggested? The short answer is no, but the reasons for saying so are worth elaborating. In essence, the question concerns the origin and character of the right of self-defense, which is a narrow exception to the jus cogens prohibition against use of force in international relations. Discerning the implications of State silence in this area is complex, not least because silence has the capacity to convey vastly different meanings in different circumstances: it can signify tacit agreement or imply objection. It may convey an absence of any view at all, or evidence simply a lack of interest. It may also indicate fear or reluctance.

72. The legal starting point is that a norm of jus cogens can be modified only by another jus cogens norm. However, the notion that State silence can modify the content of a peremptory norm, including its auxiliary provisions (such as recognized exceptions to the norms), must be considered with the most extreme caution. Claims that State silence may change the content either of the prohibition on use of force or of the narrow self-defense exception to it, especially claims that purport to widen the grounds to resort to force, are difficult to defend.

73. The 2018 positions of the ILC do not provide sufficient guidance on these matters. Regarding the potential role of silence in treaty interpretation, the ILC formed the view that “[s]ilence on the part of one or more parties may constitute acceptance of the subsequent practice when the circumstances call for some reaction.” Yet the ILC tempered this general notion by emphasizing that “[t]he relevance of silence or inaction for the establishment of an agreement regarding interpretation depends to a large extent on the circumstances of the specific case.”

74. Regarding acceptance as law (opinio juris) -- a constituent element of customary international law with general practice -- the ILC concluded that failure to react over time may be evidence of opinio juris provided that States were in a position to react and if the circumstances called for some reaction.

121 UNSC resolution 573, 4 October 1985.
123 These views are presented and analyzed in the Harvard study – pp. 70-79.
124 https://www.bmeia.gv.at/oev-new-york/news/statements-and-speeches/alle-statements/2020/01/sc-open-debatemaintenance-of-international-peace-and-security-upholding-the-un-charter/ (“We note with concern the increasing number of cases where armed force is applied unilaterally, invoking the inherent right of self-defence pursuant to Article 51 of the Charter. These cases and the fact that other UN Member States do not publicly express their legal views on each and every case may not be interpreted as a new State practice or opinio juris that might lead to the erosion of Article 2(4) of the Charter, which the International Law Commission has determined to be a peremptory norm (jus cogens).”).
125 Dapo Akande, 2019. He also points to occasions when subsequent practice can legitimately be used to interpret the Charter such as in relation to the Responsibility to Protect.
126 Harvard study, p. 79.
128 Id. at 80.
129 ILC conclusion 10.3.
75. States’ reactions to the ILC position reveal a clear absence of consensus. Some cautioned that their views may be expressed in private rather than publicly, and that perceived non-reaction or silence may be out of political and diplomatic considerations and not because they agree with the legal position behind the State act. It is worth noting that jurists have stressed that when the belief of States is motivated by self-interest or coercion, it may lack “genuineness” and thus be devoid of legal effect.\textsuperscript{130}

76. Article 51 requires Member States to immediately report to the Security Council measures taken purportedly in the exercise of the right of individual or collective self-defense. In the face of an “Article 51 submission” to the UNSC that invokes an overly broad self-defense claim, is the apparent silence of the UNSC, its members or other States capable of widening the treaty or CIL grounds to resort to force in self-defense?\textsuperscript{131}

77. SC resolutions and debates may be relevant with respect to the interpretation of the Charter as well as to the formation, or expression, of \textit{opinio juris}.\textsuperscript{132} Moreover, through the combined effects of its condemnations and relevant practices and States \textit{opiniones juris}, including as expressed in SC debates, certain practices pertaining to the SC may contribute to the emergence, crystallization, or consolidation of a customary rule of general international law.\textsuperscript{133} And in certain circumstances, the silence of States has the potential to affect the formation, identification, modification, and termination of certain doctrines.\textsuperscript{134} Such conditions, however, are far from met by Article 51 communications.

78. The theoretically possible modalities for modification of international law are largely inadmissible with respect to broad claims to resort to force couched in terms of exercising the right of self-defense. Further, in part because States are not made aware contemporaneously and systematically of “Article 51 communications”, their purported silence cannot be considered deliberate or even conscious, let alone evidence of a genuine belief.\textsuperscript{135} As a legal advisor to Mexico’s mission to the UN in New York explains, the lack of transparency in SC procedure is largely responsible for the silence of many Member States which “thus cannot be considered as acquiescence regarding any novel interpretations of Art. 51 of the UN Charter on the use of force against terrorists in a third country... Most UN Member States are left in the dark.”\textsuperscript{136}

79. Nevertheless, despite a strong presumption that silence alone does not constitute acceptance of a position, for several reasons the prevailing situation of silence in the face of illegitimate self-defense claims is highly unsatisfactory.

(a) Firstly, it seems as if the silence of many has the unfortunate effect of amplifying the voices of the few who seek to expand the grounds for resort to force. Their disproportionate influence is certainly reflected in legal scholarship.

(b) Second, State silence is open to wide interpretation, misinterpretation and misunderstanding, particularly by the State initiating the action.

(c) Third, as members of the international community, especially in a period marked by attempts to generate normative volatility, weakening strict requirements on self-defense, States have a responsibility to secure legal stability by speaking up.\textsuperscript{136}

(d) Fourth, the gravity of the matters at stake — implicating as they do fundamental norms of the contemporary international legal system, the violation of which affects all States — should compel States to speak.

\textsuperscript{130} Starsky p.21.
\textsuperscript{131} For instance, the ICTY has considered Security Council resolutions "of great relevance to the formation of opinion juris: Prosecutor v. Tadi6, para. 133, cited by Constantinides, p.102; See also ILA Final report on the Formation of Customary International Law, London Conference 2000; Harvard study 2017.
\textsuperscript{132} Harvard study citing Professor Olivier Corten p.47.
\textsuperscript{133} Harvard study, p. 80.
\textsuperscript{134} Starsky, P.21.
\textsuperscript{136} Starsky 125.
80. Silence, albeit through convoluted and indirect routes, can still ultimately influence norms and their development. Amid the legal complexities, we should not lose sight that silence can be dangerous; not the least because it is ambiguous. If one explicitly agrees with an action, that is a signal. If one directly disagrees, that too is a signal. But what is the signal when nothing is said? Politics through silence and silence because of politics, may be lethal. Silence effectively amounts to turning a blind eye to unlawful killings.

81. Of course, States cannot decide whether or not to speak out if they do not realise that a response may be warranted. All States should be made aware -- directly, reliably and systematically -- of communications submitted to the Security Council regarding the use of force and targeted killings, of the Council’s and other States’ responses (or lack of response) to them. This pleads in favour of reviving and stimulating multilateral discussions on matters of grave international concern.

82. To date drones’ attacks and targeted killings are not the object of robust international debates and review. The Security Council is missing in action; the international community, willingly or not, stands largely silent. That is not acceptable.

V. Conclusion

83. When asked "Why did you want to climb Mount Everest?" a renowned mountaineer retorted "Because it's there." As public opinion turned against the loss of soldiers’ lives in military actions abroad, the use of armed drones has increased exponentially. Drones have also emerged as a prestigious, effective and efficient weapon in this “second drone age”, with many States eager to join the ‘drone power’ club. But their mere existence does not justify their indiscriminate deployment, as conventions against weapons of mass destruction, chemical weapons and other indiscriminate weapons exemplify.

84. What is especially troubling is the absence of public discussion about the ethics, legality, and effectiveness of the “decapitation” strategy at the heart of drones targeted killings, whether or not they have their effect as claimed, and about the measures of their success, in terms of a long-term vision for the sustainable protection of human lives and global peace. Instead, war has been normalized as the legitimate and necessary companion to “peace”, not as its opposite we must do all that we can to resist.

85. To tackle effectively the many challenges posed by armed drones and targeted killings, States, international decision-making bodies, and other concerned actors, should:

   (a) Develop and commit to robust standards for transparency, oversight and accountability in the use of armed drones;

   (b) Undertake effective measures to control their proliferation through export and multilateral arms control regimes and/or under international treaties;

   (c) Openly discuss the challenges that drones’ targeted killings pose to international law;

   (d) Call out any use of force not in compliance with the UN Charter and reject their purported legal underpinnings;

   (e) Investigate all allegations of unlawful deaths in relation to the use of drones, including through international bodies where States fail to do so.


138 Strategy seeking to remove the leadership of an armed group or government deemed hostile.
VI. Recommendations

86. In addition to recommendations by the previous Special Rapporteur (A/68/382):
87. Legal Framework: International human rights law continues to apply in armed conflicts in complementarity with international humanitarian law. The assessment of the lawfulness of strikes and killings should consider both bodies of law, adopt a systemic integration approach and conduct a contextual/situational analysis.
88. The UN Security Council should meet in formal session to review and debate all claims received under Article 51.
89. The UN Secretary General should set up international inquiries or fact-finding missions to investigate drones’ targeted killings.
90. The OHCHR should produce a yearly report tracking drones’ strikes and casualties for discussion by the Human Rights Council.
91. At the level of the UN, Member States should:
   (a) Set up an Article 51 discussion forum enabling exchange about the operation, scope and limits to the right to self-defense;
   (b) Establish a transparent multilateral process for the development of robust standards in the use of drones;
   (c) Failing b), like-minded States should establish a group of experts to develop such standards as part of a time-bound forum for States, academics, and civil society to identify and strengthen legal norms and accountability mechanisms;
   (d) Invite experts or institutions to publicly classify armed conflicts and situations that may have triggered, or are evolving rapidly in the direction of, international or non-international armed conflicts;
   (e) Support the initiatives prohibiting the use of veto by UNSC members when mass atrocities and self-defense claims must be reviewed; Support the automatic convening of the General Assembly whenever a veto is cast in the Security Council in relation to the matters;
   (f) Support the UNSG Protection of Civilians Strategy by providing it a clear mandate, and adopting specific guidance on the use of explosive weapons in urban areas and human sufferings;
   (g) Adopt a strong political declaration on Strengthening the Protection of Civilians from Humanitarian Harm arising from the use of Explosive Weapons in Populated Areas.
92. States using armed drones should:
   (a) When invoking Article 51, provide a thorough justification, including evidence of an ongoing or imminent attack and the proportionality of the measures to be taken in response;
   (b) Set up a dedicated civilian casualty mitigation and investigation team with commensurate resources to understand the impact of drones’ operations and accurately record civilian harm;
   (c) Robustly investigate allegations of civilians’ harms, including with external sources, and release data and findings.
93. States assisting other States’ drones programmes should:

140 S/PV.8699, p.37. Such a discussion would take place without prejudice to any possible outcome and irrespective of the substance of the draft resolution that was subject to a veto.
(a) Inform Parliament of any assistance arrangements;

(b) Establish a robust oversight framework to ensure the State is not complicit in unlawful actions and State officials criminally liable; Receipt of assurances on their own is not sufficient;

(c) In situations involving the use of force in countries with which the Host State is not in conflict, adherence to IHRL must be considered.

94. States that export armed drones’ technology should:

(a) Enact stricter controls on the transfer of military and dual-use drone technology and apply clear criteria to prevent irresponsible transfers;

(b) Include civilian protection and adherence to IHL for approval and continuance of support, sale and training on armed drones;

(c) Adopt a dedicated process of operational end-use monitoring to analyse the outcome of drones’ strikes and civilians’ impact.

95. Parliaments should:

(a) Review procedures for parliamentary scrutiny and oversight, to identify and limit specific instances when the deployment of force may not be openly debated;

(b) Debate general policies on use of force, including for purposes of targeting killing, and particularly in instances when parliamentary approval has not been secured.

96. Armed groups that use armed drones should: abide by international human rights and humanitarian law, including the prohibition against arbitrary killings under international law, investigate all allegations of violations and produce regular reports tracking drone strikes and casualties.
Annex

I. The targeted killing of General Soleimani

1. This case study examines the targeted killing by US armed drone of Iran’s General Qassem Soleimani in Iraq. It is based on legal and policy analyses of the facts as they are known to the Special Rapporteur.

The case in question

2. On 3 January 2020, a targeted drone strike in the vicinity of Baghdad International Airport killed Iranian General Qassem Soleimani, commander of the Quds Force unit of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps. Abu Mahdi al-Mohandes, deputy commander of Iraq’s Popular Mobilization Forces (PMFs), four other members of the PMF (Muhammed Reza al-Jaberi, Hassan Abdu al-Hadi, Muhammad al-Shaybani, Haider Ali) and four members of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (Hossein Pourjafari, Shahrud Mozafarinia, Hadi Taremi, Vahid Zamanian) were reportedly killed in the strike. It is unclear whether civilians were harmed or killed in the attack.141

3. Arriving from Damascus reportedly on an official visit upon the invitation of the then Prime Minister of Iraq, General Soleimani landed at Baghdad airport around 1:00 am where he was met by Abu Mahdi al-Mohandes. Moments after leaving the airport, his convoy was hit by a drone strike, killing at least ten persons. Notice of the strike was only made public some hours later at 4:00 am. In the meantime, the airport went into lockdown with all flights suspended.142

4. Some hours after the strike, the US Department of Defense (DoD) claimed that the US military had taken this “decisive” action against General Soleimani at the direction of US President Trump.143

5. On the same night that Soleimani was killed, the US military in Yemen allegedly targeted the commander of the Yemen division of Iran’s elite Quds Force, Abdul Reza Shahlaei. The attempt failed, but killed instead Mohammad Mirza, a Quds Force operative.144

6. Five days later, on January 8, Iran launched numerous pin-point precision ballistic strikes, against two Coalition force bases in Iraq, including the Ain al-Assad airbase from which the US drone strike against General Soleimani was launched. The strikes injured over 100 US servicemen, including 34 troops with traumatic brain injury.145

---

141 https://airwars.org/civilian-casualties/?country=iraq,syria&belligerent=coalition. The Special Rapporteur is unaware of any statement by the US administration identifying who else was killed and their role, if any, in ongoing or imminent attacks on the US.

142 For a timeline of the event, see this video by Al Arabiya: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7-eggOeaJU4.


144 https://www.defense.gov/Newsroom/Releases/Release/Article/2049534/statement-by-the-department-of-defense/. The DoD claimed that this was a “defensive” action, that General Soleimani was “actively developing plans to attack American diplomats and service members in Iraq and throughout the region” and the “strike was aimed at deterring future attack plans.”


7. Seventy-two hours after their attacks, the Iranian authorities also confirmed that an Iranian missile had struck down “by mistake” Ukraine International Airlines Flight 752 en route from Tehran to Kiev shortly after take-off. All 176 passengers and crew were killed, including 82 Iranians, 55 Canadian citizens and 30 Canadian permanent residents, 11 Ukrainians, 10 Swedes, 4 Afghans, and 3 British nationals. The authorities insisted that the strike was a “mistake” of missile operators who had confused the civilian aircraft for a US missile or a plane. A safety investigation, led by Iran, was initiated shortly after the strike, supported by accredited representatives and experts from the affected countries. The investigation has, however, experienced delays due to the Covid19 pandemic.

8. In the months before the events of January 2020, Iran, what the US deemed “Iran-supported militias”, and the US had engaged in a series of attacks and counter-attacks. US “interests in the Middle East region” were allegedly targeted, to which the US had responded. In addition, on 27 December, a rocket attack reportedly by Kata’ib Hezbollah, occurred in Kirkuck. On 29 December, a US strike against five facilities in Iraq and Syria controlled by Kata’ib Hezbollah killed allegedly 24 people and wounded 50. Despite these incidents, it appeared both Iran and the US wished to avoid a “full-out conventional war.”

9. These late 2019 attacks took place against a backdrop of very large popular demonstrations against the high levels of unemployment and corruption in Iraq, beginning in November and directed to the Government. The protests were met with lethal force by Iraq’s security forces and armed non-State groups, resulting in hundreds of deaths, thousands wounded and multiple disappearances of activists.

II. The international legal framework applicable to a drone targeted killing

10. To be lawful, a targeted killing, including by way of a drone strike, must be legal under all applicable legal regimes. The relevant regimes are the jus ad bellum, the jus in bello and international human rights law:

(a) **Jus ad bellum** is laid out in the UN Charter and encompasses the right to use force. However, as a general rule, Art. 2.4 UN Charter forbids the use of force (or the threat to use force) between UN members with the exception, laid out under Art. 51, that gives States an inherent right to self-defense against an armed attack, as derived from customary international law. Over the last few decades, some States and commentators have attempted to expand the notion of imminent attack by suggesting that imminence is no longer defined temporally.

(b) The second legal regime applicable in the case of a targeted killing, including by drone, is **jus in bello** or international humanitarian law. The legality of a war (the question of **jus ad bellum**) is not the focus of **jus in bello**, which is concerned instead with the protection of persons from the implications of warfare. The applicability of international

---

149 The strike against Flight 752 is the object of another inquiry by the Special Rapporteur. It is not completed at the time of publishing this report.
154 See communications from Special Rapporteurs to the Government of Iraq: https://spcommreports.ohchr.org/TMResultsBase/DownLoadPublicCommunicationFile?gId=25020.
155 See, e.g., David Bethlehem, Principles Relevant to the Scope of a State’s Right of Self-Defense against an Imminent or Actual Armed Attack by NonState Actors, 2012.
humanitarian law is thus based on the existence of an international or non-international armed conflict. To be lawful under humanitarian law, targeted killings must be limited to combatants and guided by military necessity and proportionality, which requires avoidance of excessive civilian harm.

(c) The third legal regime applicable to targeted killings by drones is international human rights law. Under Art. 6 ICCPR, States are prohibited from arbitrary deprivations of life. The prohibition is a *jus cogens* norm, recognized under customary international law, and its respect is applicable extra-territorially (GC36, para. 63). As is well recognized, international human rights law continues to apply in armed conflict situations.

11. For the drone strike and targeted killing of General Soleimani and his companions to be lawful under international law, it must satisfy the legal requirements under all the applicable international legal regimes. Some drone strikes, but not all, raise difficulties as to their legal assessment, given that IHL and IHRL can sometimes provide diverging answers to the crucial question of when it is legally permissible to kill another person. The strike against General Soleimani is one such situation, raising genuine uncertainty as to how to interpret its lawfulness.

III. Context and Implications: An international armed conflict?

12. General Soleimani, his companions in the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps, and those of Iraq’s PMF all had a military status, according to the information publicly available. Had the strike occurred within the setting of an armed conflict, under international humanitarian law they could have constituted legitimate military targets as combatants. IHL does not prohibit the killing of belligerents, but it does prohibit killings of civilians and persons hors de combat, as well as indiscriminate attacks and those resulting in an excessive loss of civilians. Whether and how this legal regime applies to all those killed, i.e. not only to General Soleimani but also to all his Iraqi and Iranian companions, is thus crucial to the determination of the lawfulness of the strike.

13. International humanitarian law (IHL) applies solely during international armed conflicts (IAC) and non-international armed conflicts (NIAC). Both will be examined in turn.
Non-International Armed Conflict?

14. The strike against General Soleimani was clearly a strike against the armed forces of another State, thus discarding the possibility that this was a non-international armed conflict, which is defined by internal armed hostilities. The Special Rapporteur emphasizes this point solely because of the unusual step taken by the US to label the IRGC a “terrorist organization”. This opens the possibility of the US presenting these killings a being a part of its NIAC against Al Qaeda and its affiliates (an anomalous assertion given Iran’s leading contribution to fight against ISIL). While the ramifications of this US designation are unclear, one cannot eliminate the reality that any action taken by a State against General Soleimani is an action against a State official. The lawfulness of that action must be determined within that context.

An International Armed Conflict?

15. Did the strike either initiate an IAC between the US and Iran or take place as part of an ongoing IAC? The determination and classification of armed conflicts “depend on verifiable facts in accordance with objective criteria.” However, that determination of the matter is not without ambiguity or debate. One prominent doctrine as to what triggers an IAC is the so-called “first shot” doctrine, according to which humanitarian law ought to apply from the first moment of use of force by one State against another state: literally, just a single shot by one state against another. The 2016 and 2017 ICRC commentaries on the Geneva Conventions are clear that an international armed conflict arises when one State makes recourse to the use of force against another, regardless of their reasons for doing so or the intensity of the confrontation. In this perspective, it is not necessary for the conflict to extend over time or to provoke a certain number of victims.

16. However, others express a different view. For instance, the ILA Committee on The Use of Force draws distinction between an armed attack (invoking the rights under Art. 51 of the UN Charter) and an international armed conflict. In its view “an armed attack that is not part of intense armed fighting is not part of an armed conflict.” The Venice Commission also supports the application of an intensity threshold, arguing that an armed conflict “refers to protracted armed violence between States”. More typically, however, commentators and States suggest that it takes at least a minimum, albeit undefined, threshold, beyond an isolated strike, to constitute an IAC.

17. The Special Rapporteur believes that the determination of the existence of an international armed conflict, given its grave implications for the societies involved, should
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161 Statement from the President on the Designation of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps as a Foreign Terrorist Organization, Issued on April 8, 2019.
163 Convention (I), 2016 Commentary, Article 2, at 218. The Special Rapporteur reads the decision as suggesting that both IAC and NIAC requires intensity. The Chamber states so when interpreting the circumstances at hand: “These hostilities exceed the intensity requirements applicable to both international and internal armed conflicts.” PROSECUTOR v. DUSKO TADIC, Oct. 2, 1995, at 70.
164 Pictet suggested the threshold be a single wounded person from the intervention of armed forces. Pictet, Commentary to Common Art. 2 Geneva Conventions (1952), p. 32.
166 Venice Commission, 66th Plenary Session (Venice, 17-18 March 2006), at 78.
not rely exclusively on the laws of war, but also consider and integrate analyses and case law in relation to human rights conventions and their derogations.\textsuperscript{168}

18. When applied to the targeted killing by drone of General Soleimani, the “first shot” theory presents a number of challenges:

19. Firstly, in the months preceding the strike, there were a number of incidents that each on their own may have qualified as “first strikes”. In other words, the January 3, 2020 strike may have taken place as part of an ongoing IAC. Alternatively, it itself may have triggered an IAC. There might have been dozens of IACs between Iran and the US, triggered over a six month period, or there may have been none, or, alternatively, a single on-going IAC that began either in June or in December 2019.

20. On 17 December 2019, the Geneva Academy determined that in June 2019 the US and Iran were engaged in an IAC of low intensity by virtue of Iran’s shooting down of a US military drone and the alleged counter cyber-attack by the US.\textsuperscript{169} For this determination, the Academy relied on the “first strike” theory, noting that “IHL is indisputably applicable in an IAC regardless of the level of violence which might occur in the use of force between the parties to the conflict.”\textsuperscript{170} They found in particular that Iran’s action of shooting down an unarmed military drone, assumed by the US to be an accident, was enough to trigger the application of IHL. Published less than 3 weeks before the Soleimani strike, this analysis concludes that given the absence of further hostilities after June 2019, it was reasonable to conclude at the time of publication that this IAC was over.\textsuperscript{171} The Geneva Academy did not review the aforementioned incidents of the end of December 2019 to consider whether they, together or singularly, could have triggered an IAC.

21. However, in the aftermath of the Soleimani strike, some legal researchers observed that the killings of 3 January 2020 did not start an IAC between Iran and the United States, as an IAC had began much earlier with the attacks by Iran and its “proxies”\textsuperscript{172} on US forces in Iraq in November and December 2019.\textsuperscript{173} Their analysis concludes that the strike against Soleimani -- referred to as an “enemy combatant” -- was thus part of an on-going IAC and, as such, his killing was legitimate with the loss of nine other lives “considered proportionate collateral damage of a precision drone strike to eliminate the mastermind behind the ongoing series of attacks against the United States.” Their analysis does not factor in the implications of fact that the strike and those before it took place on the territory of a third State – that of Iraq.

22. To the best of the Special Rapporteur’s knowledge, no other expert/s have publicly reviewed the relevant “incidents” of June 2019 onwards for the purpose of determining objectively and factually whether or not they amounted to an IAC; a telling fact on its own.

23. Secondly, the majority of scholars who have analysed the various incidents in 2019 or the drone strike against Soleimani have stopped short of concluding that these events triggered an IAC.\textsuperscript{174} A range of scholarly sources and media outlets referred to the state of

\textsuperscript{168} See e.g. ECHR, Denmark, Norway, Sweden and the Netherlands v. Greece.


\textsuperscript{171} https://www.geneva-academy.ch/joomlatools-files/docman-files/The%20United%20States%20of%20America%20and%20Islamic%20Republic%20of%20Iran%20Are%20International%20Armed%20Conflict%20of%20Low%20Intensity.pdf.

\textsuperscript{172} The US itself has not supplied evidence to determine whether Iran had “overall control” over KH or other groups sufficient to attribute KH actions to Iran. See ICTY, Prosecutor v. Tadic, Judgment (Appeals Chamber), 15 July 1999, para. 137.


\textsuperscript{174} E.g. Deutscher Bundestag, Wissenschaftlicher Dienst, Völkerrechtliche Aspekte des Konflikts zwischen Iran und den USA, https://www.bundestag.de/resource/blob/677272/ba6f6e61c1f5b534f3a2e59db1c721e/WD-2-001-20-
US-Iran relations in the months and indeed over the years preceding the strike as amounting to “shadow wars”, a concept widely used in the aftermath of 9/11 to denote covert hybrid military and intelligence operations waged in countries against which the US and, in this case, Iran have no official or acknowledged armed conflicts. However, “shadow war” has no legal meaning under IHL. As the Congressional Research Service warned in a report prepared for members of the Congress and Committees on January 6, 2020, “The U.S.-Iran tensions have the potential to escalate into all-out conflict in the wake of Soleimani’s killing.”175 The report refers to “heightened tensions” in the six months preceding the strike against General Soleimani, including the December 2019 incidents with the strike itself described as an “escalation.” The report stops short of deeming these to be or to have triggered an IAC. Other analyses of the December 2019 incidents and the January 2020 targeted killings conclude along similar lines.176

24. Third, in the months preceding the strike, neither the US nor Iran spoke of their being in armed conflict with the other, preferring instead to speak of, or warn against, escalation. Following the Soleimani strike, the US administration officially declared that the "United States is not currently engaged in any use of force against Iran," and that following the strike and Iran’s response, “there have been no further uses of force between Iran and the United States”;177 Iran’s foreign minister declared the strike an "act of terrorism," and Iran promised revenge.178 But no action or statement has been made suggesting that either State considered themselves to be at war, either before or after the strike against General Soleimani.

25. It is well established that a formal declaration of war is not necessary for an IAC to be in effect. It is equally established that an IAC may be triggered notwithstanding the positions to the contrary of the parties to the conflict.179 Nevertheless, it is reasonable to expect, at the very least, some debates of the issue in the countries concerned and/or internationally. It is somewhat unreasonable to argue retroactively that an IAC between Iran and the United States had been waged for several days, weeks or months prior to the killing in question.

26. One would have also expected inter-governmental bodies and other UN Member States to warn against an IAC or the risks of an IAC, or to have been informed that incidents had reached the level of an IAC. There are indications that a number of governments and the UN Secretary General were alarmed at the deterioration of the US-Iran relations, and by the risks of escalation, ever since the US decision to withdraw from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action. But to the Special Rapporteur’s knowledge there was no mention that an IAC had occurred or was underway.

27. This all means that to suggest that the targeted killing of General Soleimani took place in the context of a pre-existing IAC, amounts to suggesting a breakdown of the national and international institutions whose responsibility it is to scrutinize inter-governmental military relations and activities and ensure peace and security. This may well be the case. The Soleimani strike may raise not only complex legal and empirical questions regarding its lawfulness and the classification of conflicts, but also profound policy and political concerns about the functioning of a variety of bodies dedicated to democratic governance, peace and security.

179 Article 2(1) common to the 1949 Geneva Conventions.
28.  Fourthly, if the strike against General Soleimani was itself a “first strike” triggering an IAC - against whom was that international armed conflict initiated: Iran? Iraq? Both? Applying a “first strike” theory would mean that the car carrying General Soleimani and his companions would be considered a conflict zone, but that everywhere else in the immediate surrounds of the convoy – as far as the Iraqi government and people were aware – was a non-conflict zone. It is understood that IHL may be applied to an act rather than spatially. Nevertheless, when the “first strike” theory is operationalized, its result may be the existence of an IAC limited to the vehicle in which General Soleimani was travelling and inevitably the asphalt within its immediate proximity. But as limited as these are spatially, they nevertheless are located on Iraq’s sovereign territory.

29.  Fifthly, the Special Rapporteur notes that there may be valid reasons to assert that the US strike against General Soleimani did trigger an IAC and thus should be bound by IHL.

30.  The strike was against a high-level State official, making it qualitatively different from the other drone strikes analysed by Special Rapporteurs, which were launched against non-State actors. This is the primary reason the Soleimani strike is considered a watershed change in the conduct of extraterritorially targeted strikes and killings. It is hard to imagine that a similar strike against a Western military leader would not be considered as an act of war, potentially leading to intense action, political, military and otherwise, against the State launching the strike. Indeed, this seems precisely the type of strike that the “first shot” doctrine is designed to capture if one is to follow the doctrine. However, the reactions amongst governments in the aftermath of the strike provide evidence of the fear of a full-blown conflict between the two countries, and possibly further beyond.

31.  The determination that the strike prompted an IAC would imply that the parties are bound by their obligations under the Geneva Convention. According to the Geneva Academy, the conclusion that the shooting down of a military drone triggers an IAC is “the only way to fulfill the goals of IHL… Even if the armed forces of one state attack one military target in the territory of another state, it is crucial to apply this principle in order to protect civilians in that territory.” Under this approach, the strike against Soleimani, in continuing or triggering an IAC, imposed obligations upon the striking State to protect civilians, among other requirements. It is unclear whether the US intended to abide by IHL when striking General Soleimani, although one hopes that they sought to do so. Indeed, humanitarian law principles of distinction and proportionality are reflected in the 2016 Report on the legal and policy frameworks guiding the United States’ use of military force and the 2019 Presidential Policy Guidance. In contrast however, the US has continuously insisted that its human rights obligations do not apply extraterritorially, thereby potentially leaving a black hole with no legal standards, should IHL not apply.

32.  Yet, while it may be principled and somehow pragmatic, in order to protect Iraqi civilians, to conclude that the Soleimani strike constituted an IAC, it presents several limitations.

33.  The identity of States involved in specific incidents, their relations, and the domestic legal frameworks within which they operate, ought to be considered when conducting a technical assessment of the determination of an international or non-international armed conflict, but these factors cannot solely be determining. Such an approach in particular ignores the complementary of IHL and IHRL in armed conflict situations, confirmed by

180  Geneva Academy, December 2019, p.5.
international jurisprudence\textsuperscript{184} and the text of human rights treaties, including derogations\textsuperscript{185}. Further, by rejecting its human rights obligations extraterritorially, the US is an outlier, particularly as it relates to the obligation to abide by \textit{jus cogens} norms, such as the prohibition against arbitrary killings.

34. A far more straightforward and, in the Special Rapporteur’s view, reasonable and logical way of protecting potential targets as well as civilians in situations where the nature of the armed conflict is difficult to ascertain, would be to apply human rights law to their protections.

35. Such a position should certainly apply to extraterritorial targeted strikes in non-belligerent States: these strikes occur outside the territories of the States engaged in hostilities and thus cannot be considered part of an armed conflict subject to IHL. Arguing otherwise will potentially subject non-belligerent civilians and civilian objects to “proportional” harm simply because "an individual sought by another State is in their midst”\textsuperscript{186}. For this reason, the ICRC has argued, at least in the context of NIACs, that targeted strikes in non-belligerent States against personnel purportedly engaged in a conflict should be governed by IHRL, not IHL.\textsuperscript{187} Just as the ICRC finds these non-belligerent circumstances determinative for targeted strikes in a NIAC, should they not be found determinative in an attack against a State official on the territory of a third State as well?\textsuperscript{188}

36. Finally, even if, for the sake of arguments, one was to conclude that this one strike against General Soleimani triggered an IAC, and that it must be assessed against IHL, one may interrogate whether IHL standards are the best “fit,” for lack of a better word, to assess the act and the situation – a single strike, one or two cars targeted, 10 individuals killed, in a non-belligerent country, surrounded by people unaware of and unprepared for an international armed conflict. This is far from the battlefields that IHL was designed to regulate or the urban warfare which the international community is increasingly confronting\textsuperscript{189}.

37. As highlighted in her thematic report, the Special Rapporteur would recommend that other sources of law, besides IHL, be considered, in the first place IHRL, and that a systemic integration and purposive interpretation ought to be adopted. Such a method, in her view, will end up playing down the combatant status of the target(s), focusing instead on issues in relation to military necessity, proportionality and humanity\textsuperscript{190}.

38. By failing to consider systemic integration and purposive interpretation along with the specificities of the context, the application of a “first shot” theory to the targeted killing of a State actor translates into the real possibility that ALL soldiers, anywhere in the world, could constitute a legitimate target. This approach may well trigger “ultra-short international armed conflicts: but it would also “effectively evaporate the distinction between war and peace”\textsuperscript{191}.”

39. A first strike approach by a drone strike against a State actor in a third, non-belligerent, State, raises more questions than it solves. In the context of the strike against General Soleimani, it is the opinion of the Special Rapporteur that international human rights law remains the applicable framework. The US and Iran had not been and have not been

\textsuperscript{184} See for instance ICJ, \textit{Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons}, Advisory Opinion of 8 July 1996.


\textsuperscript{186} ICRC’s 2011 Challenges of Modern Warfare, at 21-22.

\textsuperscript{187} ICRC 2011 Challenges of Modern Warfare at 21-22.

\textsuperscript{188} See also Public Committee Against Torture v. Government, 2006, para 4, applying IHRL principles to targeted strikes in a non-battlefield environment.


\textsuperscript{190} Supreme Court of Israel, Public Committee against Torture in Israel v. Government of Israel, 2006.

considered to be involved in an IAC before or after the strike and the strike occurred in a
civilian setting in an area outside of active hostilities and in a non-belligerent State.

IV. The Lawfulness of the Strike under International Human Rights Law

40. The Human Rights Committee (HRC) in its General Comment No. 36 (GC36),
clarifies that “[T]he guarantees against arbitrary deprivation of life contained in article 6
continue to apply in all circumstances, including in situations of armed conflict and other
public emergencies.192 The right to life must be protected and no arbitrary deprivations of
life is allowed.

41. The right to life must also be respected extraterritorially. The International Court of
Justice,193 the Human Rights Committee194, the Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights195 and the European Court of Human Rights196 have all confirmed that human rights
treaty obligations apply in principle to the conduct of a State outside its territory.

42. With regard to the right to life, the HRC has emphasised the functional dimension of
extraterritorial human rights obligations and jurisdiction197, one that derives from a State’s
(uniqely located) capacities to respect or protect human rights, including the right to life, of
people over which they have some degree of control: a State “has an obligation to respect
and to ensure the rights under article 6 of all persons who are within its territory and all
persons subject to its jurisdiction, that is, all persons over whose enjoyment of the right to
life it exercises power or effective control”198. This is a position that the Special Rapporteur
endorses and has applied in her thematic reports199.

43. Using a drone to target an individual anywhere he or she may be, including at home,
is “indeed the ultimate exercise of physical power and control over the individual who was
shot and killed.”200 To argue otherwise is an anachronism when the physical presence of a
State official was necessary to assert control. A targeted drone killing requires monitoring,
tracking, surveillance and a specific decision to kill a particular person – all exercises of
power over that person201. As the reach of a State’s power expands, so too do its
responsibilities.

44. State parties engaged in acts of aggression as defined in international law, resulting in
deprivation of life, violate ipso facto article 6 of the Covenant202 while States parties that fail
to take all reasonable measures to settle their international disputes by peaceful means might
fall short of complying with their positive obligation to ensure the right to life.203

45. The Special Rapporteur recognizes that context and situation matter in determining
whether a State killing is arbitrary. Reacting to threats is not an exact science, and
governments understandably should want to err on the side of caution, proportionality and
protection. Indeed, Article 6, ICCPR, “imposes a positive obligation on the State to protect
life, including by taking effective preventive measures against a real and immediate risk to

192 Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 36, para. 67. See also Legality of the Threat or
Use of Nuclear Weapons, 1996, ICJ Rep, para 25; Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall
in the Occupied Territory 2004, ICJ Rep136 para. 106; see also UNSC Resolution 2249 (2015).
193 Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, para. 109.
194 General comment No. 31 (2004).
196 For instance, Al-Skeini and others v. the United Kingdom, application No. 55721/07.
197 M. Milanovic, “The Murder of Jamal Khashoggi” at 36, 2019
198 Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 36, para. 63
199 A/HRC41/36; A/HRC38/44; A/74/318.
200 Al-Saadoun v Secretary of State for Defense, [2015], para 117.
201 Nils Meltzer, Targeted Killing in International Law (Oxford, United Kingdom, Oxford University
Press, 2008).
202 Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 36, para 64
203 Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 36, para 70
life from a terrorist attack.”\textsuperscript{204} The “existence and nature of a public emergency which threatens the life of the nation may … be relevant to a determination of whether a particular act or omission leading to deprivation of life is arbitrary and to a determination of the scope of the positive measures that States parties must undertake.”\textsuperscript{205}

46. A situation such as the killing of General Soleimani demands contextual and situational analysis, the reference to other sources of law and purposive interpretation. The European Court for Human Rights (ECtHR) has introduced flexibility in its assessment of necessity and proportionality on the basis of the context. It recognizes that the standard of absolute necessity may be simply impossible “where the authorities had to act under tremendous time pressure and where their control of the situation was minimal… The Court is acutely conscious of the difficulties faced by States in protecting their populations from terrorist violence, and recognises the complexity of this problem.”\textsuperscript{206}

47. For instance, in Finogenov v Russia (2011)\textsuperscript{207}, the ECtHR ruled that there had been no violation of the right to life when the Russian state used gas to resolve a hostage crisis in a theatre because the authorities were acting under time pressure and their control of the situation was minimal. It found that the authorities could reasonably have concluded from the circumstances that there existed a real and serious risk for the lives (in this case of the hostages), and that the use of lethal force was sooner or later unavoidable. In another case\textsuperscript{208}, the Court determined that in order to ascertain whether a State has used reasonable force in relation to the right to life, it must examine the planning of the operation, and its investigation, along with its actual execution. Only with this latter did the Court find that the use of force has not been disproportionate because the soldiers were acting in reaction to a “genuine belief” that it was necessary to shoot the suspects in light of the alternatively grave consequences.

48. The targeted killing of General Soleimani raises however three issues at least, which are difficult if not impossible to reconcile with the aforementioned standards guiding the use of force: i) the planning inherent to a drone strike indicating premeditation and the absence of considering alternative options (except calling off the strike); ii) the absence of evidence that the target presented an imminent or even actual threat to life: even when incorporating the secrecy inherent to intelligence work, the information provided by the US authorities are remarkably vague and inconsequential as far as a possible imminent threat is concerned\textsuperscript{209}; iii) the killing of 9 other persons in addition to that of General Soleimani, who individually have not been identified and assessed as presenting imminent threats. Five of these were civilians of Iraq, a US partner.

49. The United States report to the Security Council about the strike makes no reference to the General himself, speaking only of leadership elements of the Iranian Revolutionary Guards. Public statements in the immediate aftermath of the drone strike, particularly that of President Trump himself, spoke of Soleimani plotting imminent and sinister attacks on American diplomats and military personnel “but we caught him in the act and terminated him\textsuperscript{210}.”

50. The Special Rapporteur appreciates the need for careful analysis and consideration in protecting the public against threats. However, striking well before an attack is imminent – on the grounds that this is the best shot – makes the actual existence of the threat difficult to evaluate after the fact and increases the likelihood that alternatives – such as capture and
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\textsuperscript{205} Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 36, para 67

\textsuperscript{206} https://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng#{%22itemid%22:[%22001085108231%22]}

\textsuperscript{207} Finogenov v Russia, 2011 32; 3.


\textsuperscript{209} https://www.justsecurity.org/68094/how-to-think-about-the-soleimani-strike-in-four-questions/.

\textsuperscript{210} https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iraq-security-blast-intelligence/trump-says-soleimani-plotted-imminent-attacks-but-critics-question-just-how-soon-idUSKBN1Z228N.
detention – are never really considered. A threat to life is not imminent if it has “not yet crystallized” but “might materialize at some time in the future”. Otherwise, one excludes “any possibility of an ex post facto judgment of lawfulness by the very fact that it aims to deal in advance with threats that have not yet materialized.”

51. The right to life imposes procedural obligations as well. The “use of lethal force by the state must be effectively regulated by a clear legal framework and the planning and control of any particular operation must be such as to minimize the risk of loss of life.” In addition, “there must be an effective independent investigation capable of leading to accountability for any unlawful deprivation of life.”

52. Attention to procedural obligations would help alleviate concerns about substantive violations. If the US, or other States, were more transparent as to the evidence on which their determinations were made, and allowed those determinations to be investigated and challenged, then concerns about potential unlawful killings could be addressed. Moreover, these procedures would aid in developing more robust standards for imminence, necessity and proportionality by giving facts and substance to the decisions made.

53. The Special Rapporteur is mindful of the variety of sanctions and designations attached to General Soleimani, including the 2007 UN Security Council Resolution 1747 against Iran nuclear and ballistic program (24 March 2007), the US Executive Order 13382 against “Proliferation Activities and Support for terrorism” (25 October 2007), the European Union Regulation 611/2011 concerning restrictive measures in view of the situation in Syria (23 June 2011), and the US “Foreign Terrorist Organization” designation of 15 April 2019. The IRGC were reportedly involved in shooting Iranian protestors in 2019 while the al-Qads forces were implicated in the ground-offensive to besiege eastern Aleppo city.

The Special rapporteur is also aware of the extent to which he appeared to be revered in Iran. Meeting the procedural obligations of IHRL would have allowed evidence to be presented regarding the human rights violations he may have been responsible for, incited or permitted. The proper course was to join forces with others to bring him and others associated with him to justice in the appropriate international forum. Any concerns the US or other countries might have had about possible inadequacies of international justice should have been addressed through strengthening those institutions, not disregarding them altogether.

V. Lawfulness of the killing under jus ad bellum

54. Under the UN Charter, States are expected to commit to "refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence" of any State and to "settle their international disputes by peaceful means". Art. 2(3), 2(4). However, a State retains the right "of individual or collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs" (Art. 51). Although there is continuous debate over the precise contours of this right (to self-defence) there appears to be a consensus that a State can defend itself against a current, ongoing attack as well as an attack that is imminent, where the attack is "instant, overwhelming and leaving no choice of means, no moment of deliberation."
55. On January 8, 2020, the United States submitted a letter to the Security Council about the strike against General Soleimani, fulfilling an obligation under Art. 51. This letter provides the US formal explanation as to why its strike constituted an act of self-defence. As such, this letter should be the sole basis in determining the legality of the strike under the Charter. One must not “ascribe to State’s legal views which they do not themselves formulate.”  

56. The United States asserts that the strike was "in response to an escalating series of armed attacks in recent months by the Islamic Republic of Iran and Iran-supported militias on U.S. forces and interests in the Middle East region, in order to deter the Islamic Republic of Iran from conducting or supporting further attacks against the United States or U.S. interests, and to degrade the Islamic Republic of Iran and Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Qods Force-supported militias' ability to conduct attacks."  

57. This statement alleges an ongoing series of attacks, thereby entitling the United States to defend itself. The ICJ has intimated that a series of attacks, collectively, could amount to an armed attack. But on its face, the letter fails to describe even one ongoing attack. It describes separate and distinct attacks, not necessarily escalating, that are not related in time or even targets.  

58. The first incident listed, which occurred almost 5 months prior to the strike, was a "threat," not an attack, against a US ship by an Iranian unmanned aerial system: a threat is not an attack for purposes of Art. 51, unless it is recent and provides evidence that indicates an imminent attack. The second incident listed, which occurred almost 6 months prior to the strike, was the shooting down of a US drone by an Iranian missile; Iran claimed the drone entered its airspace. Even if such an attack sufficed under Art. 51, which is questionable, the attack had clearly concluded well before January 2020.  

59. The letter generically identifies "attacks on commercial vessels off the port of Fujairah and in the Gulf of Oman that threaten freedom of navigation and the security of international commerce," as well as "missile and unmanned aircraft attacks on the territory of Saudi Arabia." However, the United States was not the target of these attacks, and none of the countries involved asked the United States to use force against Iran in their defense. They do not provide grounds to the United States itself for a claim of self-defense.  

60. The core of any argument that there was an ongoing attack seems to turn on attacks by "Qods Force-backed militia groups in Iraq, including Kata'ib Hizballah" against bases where US personnel were present. However, nowhere in the letter does the United States state that Iran had "overall control over these groups;" instead the United States claims
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that Iran "backed" them. According to the ICJ, assistance to armed groups "in the form of the provision of weapons or logistical or other support" does not constitute an armed attack.231

61. At no point in its Art. 51 letter, filed a full 5 days after the strike, does the United States state that it was defending against an imminent attack. In public statements, the US President232, Secretary of State233 and the National Security Advisor234 did mention the "imminence" of future attacks, but none provided a basis for the claim. Indeed, the Attorney General of the United States has stated that imminence was a "red herring," relying instead on the past attacks as adequate grounds for the strike.235 But all of these attacks, to the extent that they were directed against the United States, had all concluded in the past. If an "attack is clearly over, then the legal "clock" resets. If no further attack is imminent, then there is nothing to lawfully defend against. This is the time for negotiation, Security Council intervention, diplomatic relations and possibly military preparation. This is not the time for armed force."236

62. The US administration reiterated its reliance on past attacks in correspondence to the US Congress in which it argued that regardless of the threat of further attacks, the "series of attacks that preceded the January 2 strike" justified sufficiently the conduct of self-defense.237 Such argument appears in effect to suggest that retaliation after an armed attack has occurred is permissible – without any need to prevent further imminent attack.

63. This argument weakens the distinction between jus ad bellum and jus in bello: the use of force under Art. 51 is narrowly constructed to be an exception from the general prohibition of the use of force under Art. 2(4). The existence of previous attacks could be a legal argument for the legality of the use of force under international humanitarian law – if an international armed conflict between the states existed prior to the strike. However, the strike itself cannot be justified on the basis of retaliation/reprisal/degrading forces under jus ad bellum. Were the blurring of these lines to be allowed, states could cherry-pick rationalizations from the different legal frameworks to justify acts of aggression. A clear distinction between jus ad bellum and jus in bello, as well as between self-defense and retaliation/international armed conflict, must be maintained to secure the safeguards of each system and their complementary function.

64. It is possible that the US may have had intelligence indicating Iran’s control and direction over Kata'ib Hizballah and the existence of imminent attacks. This intelligence might also have shown that the US had no alternative to intervene to prevent an attack planned by General Soleimani, other than this strike. The divergent public statements by US officials as to the grounds for the attack makes this possibility somewhat remote. Nonetheless, if this were the case, the US should have brought this evidence, in a form that protected its sources, to the Security Council for public examination.238 Otherwise, Art. 51


234 Brice-Saddler, Trump says Iranian military leader was killed by drone strike 'to stop a war,' warns Iran not to retaliate, Washington Post, Jan. 4, 2020.


becomes a convenient excuse for any use of force at the whims of a State against another State.

65. It is worth noting that only some States have sought to defend the legality of the strike against General Soleimani while most “were more reluctant to express views in legal terms” and the “majority of States remain(ed) silent.”

66. Although this case study concerns the strike against General Soleimani, it is important to note that this strike did not justify Iran’s subsequent actions against the United States. On January 8, Iran launched more than a dozen missiles at military bases in Iraq hosting US forces. In their communication to the Security Council, Iran claimed its right to self-defence under Article 51 but made no reference to an imminent or ongoing armed attack by the US. These Iranian attacks also fail to qualify as self-defense under Art. 51.

67. It may well be that these acts of military force between the US and Iran signal further normative dislocation and disintegration of the framework upon which global peace and security has been based and normatively regulated for the past 75 years. However, and for immediate purpose, the one certitude derived from both the US and Iranian official statements is that their respective strikes were unlawful under jus ad bellum. Both armed attacks appear designed to retaliate, and the top officials in both countries focused primarily on that goal in their public statements. Under the UN Charter, armed attacks for purposes of retaliation are never permissible.

VI. Involvement of a third state in the drone strike

68. The attack against General Soleimani occurred in Iraq, a sovereign State, without its consent. As such, it was a use of force against Iraq and a violation of its sovereignty. A senior Iraqi military official was killed, Abu Mahdi al-Mohandes, deputy commander of Iraq’s Popular Mobilization Forces (PMFs), as well as 4 men from PMF’s forces. In its letter to the UNSC, the United States failed to address or justify the killing of these men or explain why its violation of Iraqi sovereignty was justified. There have been no official explanations to the UNSC indicating whether these men were targets because considered part of the ongoing or imminent attack that the United States claimed to have defended itself against, or whether they were deemed “collateral damage.”

69. Iraq formally protested this strike to the UNSC. Speaking of Iran and the US, it stated that it had “repeatedly asked our allies in the war on ISIL to refrain from drawing Iraq into their bilateral conflict. We have stressed that Iraq must not become the theatre of that conflict; its sole focus is on combating ISIL, and it earnestly endeavours to maintain strong

---


240 On January 4, 2020, President Trump tweeted: “They attacked us, & we hit back. If they attack again, which I would strongly advise them not to do, we will hit them harder than they have ever been hit before!” The day before, on January 3, 2020, President Rouhani had stated: “There is no doubt that the great nation of Iran and the other free nations of the region will take revenge on this horrible crime from criminal America.” See https://www.justsecurity.org/68173/compilation-of-states-reactions-to-u-s-and-iranian-uses-of-force-in-iraq-in-january-2020/.


242 The PMF militias were incorporated into the Iraqi military in 2016. All five men were members of Kata’ib Hezbollah (KH), and Mr. Al-Mohandes had been its founder. https://www.justsecurity.org/67917/united-states-killed-iraqi-military-official-and-iraqi-military-personnel-in-the-two-recent-attacks/.

243 News reports suggest that the US knew that these men had come into the target zone; it would have called off the strike if “Iraqi government officials allied with the US” had been there. KH is on the US State Department list of Foreign Terrorist Organizations. https://www.justsecurity.org/67917/united-states-killed-iraqi-military-official-and-iraqi-military-personnel-in-the-two-recent-attacks/. It should be noted that KH launched the attacks in December against US outposts, so one could argue that Iraq forces fired the first shot.

relations with the two parties.” It stated that the US drone strike “amounts to an aggression against the State, Government and people of Iraq” and “a flagrant violation of the terms under which United States forces are present in the country”. Iraq called on the “Security Council to condemn the air strike and assassination, which amount to extra-judicial killings and contravene with the human rights obligations of the United States.” On January 9, 2020, Iraq formally protested the strikes by Iran on Iraqi territory.

70. International law has traditionally required either valid consent of the State for the use of force in its territory or the acts of the target must somehow be attributable to the territorial State. Iraq did not consent, and while one could argue that the Kata’ib Hezbollah attacks in December were attributable to Iraq, none of the other attacks in the US Art 51 letter, justifying the strike, related to Iraq at all. The US has not provided any evidence that any attacks by Kata’ib Hezbollah were imminent. The failure of the United States to justify and formally explain its violation of Iraqi sovereignty should end the analysis. Without justification, this constitutes, as Iraq claims, an act of aggression, and all resulting deaths arbitrary deaths for which the United States bears responsibility.

71. Nonetheless, the US Secretary of Defense has suggested the US felt justified to strike General Soleimani in Iraq because of Iraq’s alleged failure to prevent Iranian attacks. On January 2, 2020, he issued a statement that he had “urged the Iraqi government to take all necessary steps to protect American forces in their country. I personally have spoken to Iraqi leadership multiple times over recent months, urging them to do more.”

72. Since 9/11, the US and other States have articulated the “unwilling and unable” doctrine to permit strikes within a territorial State without consent: according to the US, as articulated with respect to attacks on ISIL in Syria, “States must be able to defend themselves, in accordance with the inherent right of individual and collective self-defence, as reflected in Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations, when … the government of the State where the threat is located is unwilling or unable to prevent the use of its territory for such attacks.” This doctrine has been used by the US, the UK, and others to justify targeting inter alia the Taliban in Afghanistan, and ISIL in Syria or providing support for those attacks.

To the extent that other states have taken any position, the support for this doctrine is mixed, but it has been used to justify the use of military force. Russia has articulated this doctrine with respect to the Chechen in Georgia, but has rejected it with respect to Syria; Turkey has defended its actions against the PKK and Daesh in Iraq on the basis of this doctrine; and Israel has similarly defended its actions against Hezbollah in Lebanon and against alleged Iran-backed forces in Syria.

73. Even if valid, the “unwilling and unable” doctrine does not justify the strike within Iraq. First, as an initial matter, the extension of this doctrine to State actors, as opposed to armed non-state actors (ANSAs), appears fundamentally untenable, at least under the circumstances of this case. The threat of Iran was not “located” in Iraq, as this doctrine requires. The attacks listed by the US as justification for the strike occurred throughout the Middle East, not just in Iraq, and only two of those listed in the US Art. 51 notification were launched from Iraq. General Soleimani was traveling in Iraq on January 3, 2020, and the US took that opportunity to attack him there. However, despite travel bans imposed by the US, General Soleimani travelled throughout the Middle-East and also, apparently, to Russia.

245 https://www.defense.gov/Newsroom/Releases/Release/Article/2049227/statement-by-secretary-of-defense-dr-mark-t-esper-as-prepared/; see also https://www.defense.gov/Explore/News/Article/Article/2050341/senior-dod-official-describes-rationale-for-attack-on-quds-force-commander/(quoting unnamed senior defense officials stating “We have been very clear with Iran and our Iraqi partners that these increasing attacks need to stop and that we would hold Iran directly responsible for any harm to U.S. personnel”).

246 Letter dated 23 September 2014 from the Permanent Representative of the United States of America to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary General.


248 https://www.lawfareblog.com/which-states-support-unwilling-and-unable-test


Does this mean that the US is justified in targeting General Soleimani and other Iranian officials in any State to which they travel? Would the threat from Iran then be “located” in those countries, making those countries subject to attacks? What would be the basis for determining whose territory could be targeted?\textsuperscript{253}

74. It is possible that the US is attempting to expand this “unwilling and unable” doctrine to State actors by expanding its terrorist designations from ANSAs to State entities. The U.S. declared the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), which is part of the Iranian government, as a foreign terrorist organization in April 2019.\textsuperscript{252} This framing may place the conduct of the US against General Soleimani and any member of that force within its counter-terrorism measures. However, it must be understood that neither Art. 51 justifications nor human rights obligations are modified by virtue of the classification by one or several States of a particular individual or group as “terrorist”. Such classifications have no binding effect on other States, including in this case Iraq. While the U.S. had classified the IRGC as a foreign terrorist organization in April 2019\textsuperscript{253}, there was no duty placed on any other nation to adopt that same classification and certainly no obligation to act against members of the group so identified or its leaders through the use of force. Iraq was not, in other words, obligated to take any action against General Soleimani.

75. Second, to justify a strike against the sovereignty of a third State, the US must show that the State was unwilling or unable to prevent an ongoing or imminent attack and that the strike in that State was necessary and proportionate. Yet, most of the prior attacks listed in the US Art 51 notification did not involve Iraq and, as noted, the US has presented no evidence nor has any emerged, to suggest that Iraq was the intended location of any imminent attack by Iran and the IRGC. Although President Trump at one point suggested that the US embassy in Iraq was a target of Iran, he quickly expanded this to four embassies, and neither claim was confirmed by administration officials. Instead, it appears that officials believed that General Soleimani intended generally to “escalate hostilities toward U.S. interests in the Middle East, to include possible attacks on diplomatic and military facilities.”\textsuperscript{254}

76. At base, the primary US justification for the strike in Iraq seems to be deterrence: it was necessary, in the US view, to kill General Soleimani now to deter future attacks, even though their time and place were not known. This focus on the imminent need for a strike in self-defense reflects the recent attempt by some countries to delink imminence from a temporal definition – an attack will occur soon. Instead, it is connected to necessity – whenever or wherever an attack might occur, self-defense must necessarily occur now to prevent it.\textsuperscript{255} But even this expanded notion of imminence and necessity fails in this case.

77. To make this claim of imminence and necessity, “the US would need to demonstrate that Soleimani posed an imminent threat, that it had to strike at the general when and where it did, that it could not ask the Iraqi government for permission (eg, on the basis of its alleged collusion with Iran) and that it could not wait to strike at Soleimani elsewhere.”\textsuperscript{256} Not


\textsuperscript{252} Statement from the President on the Designation of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps as a Foreign Terrorist Organization, Issued on April 8, 2019, https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/statement-president-designation-islamic-revolutionary-guard-corps-foreign-terrorist-organization/.

\textsuperscript{253} Canada listed Revolutionary Guard Qods Force as a terrorist entity in December 2012; Saudi Arabia designated them as a group suspected of terrorism in October 2018; the European Union levied financial sanctions on them in March 2012.


\textsuperscript{256} The US applies the Bethlehem Principles which list a variety of factors to consider in determining imminence. One critical factor is “What is the last feasible window of opportunity to act against the threatened armed attack?” See explanation of application of Bethlehem Principles by Attorney-General of Australia, https://www.ejiltalk.org/the-right-of-self-defence-against-imminent-armed-attack-in-international-law/.

surprisingly, the US has not attempted to make these claims. Even at the most basic level, the US did not demonstrate that striking Soleimani was “necessary”: unlike an attack on the actual person or people carrying out the attack, or on the equipment to be used in the attack, an attack on the leader in an attempt to deter further attacks may not be effective as future attacks could still occur without him, although possibly not in the short-term.257

78. Thirdly, there is no evidence that Iraq was unable or unwilling to defend US forces on its territory. This doctrine historically has been used in circumstances where a State is unable to control actors or regions of the country or where it is in some way complicit in allowing the target to operate and plan attacks. Iraq in contrast is a US ally and has been actively cooperating with the US in combatting ISIL; yet the US did not even consult Iraq before this strike. There has been no evidence brought forward by the US as to what steps it had taken to seek Iraq’s involvement and protection before taking the strike. Vague comments about conversations by one US official had with Iraq do not suffice.258

79. There is an obligation on a State considering conducting a targeted killing on another State’s official on the territory of a third State to also factor into their assessment of necessity and proportionality the third state’s sovereignty, as well as the risks to the population and infrastructure of the third State. The equal sovereignty of States is one of the highest principles of international law and a cornerstone of the UN. So weighty is the test of this obligation that involving a non-consenting state in any act of self-defense may well be always disproportionate259 and thus, always unjustified.

80. What is most telling is the failure of the US to even address the rights of Iraq and explain, and provide evidence for, its use of force against the country and its citizens. Until such an explanation is made, the conclusion must be that the strike is an act of aggression against Iraq, and the killing of its citizens and of non-citizens on its territory was unlawful and arbitrary under international law.260

81. The implication as far as the targeted killing of General Soleimani is concerned is that it was an arbitrary killing for which the US is responsible: “States parties engaged in acts of aggression as defined in international law, resulting in deprivation of life, violate ipso facto article 6 of the Covenant.” 261 This is an approach backed up by almost universal jurisprudence262 and expert comments.263

VII. In conclusion

82. Accordingly, in light of the evidence that the US has provided to date, the targeting of General Soleimani, and the deaths of those accompanying him, constitute an arbitrary killing for which, under IHRL, the US is responsible. The strike was in violation of Art. 2(4) of the UN Charter with insufficient evidence provided of an ongoing or imminent attack. No evidence has been provided that General Soleimani specifically was planning an imminent attack against US interests, particularly in Iraq, for which immediate action was necessary and would have been justified. No evidence has been provided that a drone strike in a third country was necessary or that the harm caused to that country was proportionate to the harm allegedly averted. While there is information suggesting that the US requested, at least in December 2019, that Iraq take action against Kata’ib Hezbollah, no evidence has been

257 Ibid.
261 General Comment No. 36, at 70.
263 Human Rights Committee, General Comment (GC) No. 36, at 64.
provided that Iraq was consulted on how to alleviate any threats posed to the US arising from the visit of General Soleimani, such that Iraq should bear the burden of addressing those threats. No evidence has been produced that there was no time for the US to seek aid from the international community, including the UNSC, in addressing the alleged imminent threats. Major General Soleimani was in charge of Iran military strategy, and actions, in Syria and Iraq. But absent an actual imminent threat to life, the course of action taken by the US was unlawful.

83. As noted in the introduction, in the months preceding the strike against General Soleimani, hundreds of Iraqis were wounded and killed in the context of peaceful demonstrations. Others lost their lives in the fight against what is left of ISIL and other groups which continue to operate. These deaths came less than two years after the end of a devastating conflict in which an estimated 30,000 Iraqi civilians were killed and another 55,000 were injured.264

84. The strikes against General Soleimani and the US bases in Iraq resulted in far more casualties than their direct targets alone. 176 passengers lost their lives when an Iranian missile struck their plane, by “mistake” according to Iran, in the midst of escalating tensions.265 UN Special Procedures also alleged that Iranians protesting the authorities’ lack of transparency over the incident were killed, while Iraqi protesters continued to be targeted, killed or disappeared.266

85. With Iraq increasing treated as if “an open arena for the settling of scores” and yet “a theatre for a potential war that could be further devastating to it and to the region and the entire world268”, it is impossible to sustain a plausible argument that somehow the two strikes were intended to contribute to or occurred as part of a post-conflict and reconstruction strategy. They did not. What these acts did convey however is scant concern for the well-being of the people of the countries affected, including an absence of concern for the rights and demands of the young demonstrators who across the region cry out for democracy and human rights.

265 These included the US President January 4 threats to target 52 Iranian sites, including cultural sites https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1213593975732527112?s=11
268 https://undocs.org/S/2020/26